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Pursuant to the Decision of the Director of TVOZZARTBET KENYA LllVllTED on Organization of
the "Hit the Highest Winning Odds" Promotion, Director of the Company, on this 28th day of

October, 2021, enaded following:
NG COI.J].,

Terms & Conditions
Of Participation in the Promotion
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Article

gO

1

TVOZZARTBET KENYA Lltvl|TED, a limited liability company incorporated in the Republic of
Kenya, for the purposes hereof of 6th Floor, Laxcon Plaza Swaminarayan Road - off Parklands
Road, P.O. Box 66050-00800, Nairobi (hereinafter: the Organizer), organizes a promotion "Hit
the Highest Winning Odds".

The promotion that is the subject of these Terms & Conditions does not fall under the provisions
of the Betting, Lotteries and Gaming Act.

Article 2

The promotional contest shall take place in December, since the 1"tof Decemberfrom 00:01h
until the 31't of December to 11:59 p.m.

Article 3

All participants in betting who have paid for betting slips at any IvIiOZZARTBET's betting shopin
the Republic of Kenya or participate in betting via electronic means of communication - online via
the website www.mozzartbet.co.ke and / or via mobile application, are eligible to be contestant in
the promotion (hereinafter: the participant).
All persons must be 18 years of age or over at the time of participation and have a permanent
place of residence in the Republic of Kenya to be eligible to participate.
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Promotion consists of two parts: (1) daily promotions (3'1 promotions for every day in December)
and (2) grand promotion, with the winner of the month (customer with the highest odd).
The winner of daily promotion is one participant who has the highest winning odd on that particular
day in December and the winner of the grand promotion is one participant, who has the biggest
totalwinning odd on his/her multi-bet slip during the entire month of December and has answered
the prize question asked by the Organizer.

ln case that two or more participants have same number of points, the participant who paid the
multi-bet first, shall have the precedence.

The multi-bets in this article must meet, also, cumulatively the following conditions

1)

2)
3)

4)

Only winning multi-bets from the category "Betting" are included in the promotion with a
minimum of 4 matches and a minimum stake of KES 50;
Only the tickets paid during the period of promotion will take part in the contest (from
01.12.2021. from 00:01h to 31.12.2021. until '1 1:59 p.m.);
System multi-bet slips don't take part in the contest. Only non-systemic "Betting" multi-bet
slips are valid;
ln the event that the kick-off of a sporting event is postponed, the ticket still participates in
the promotion, but will wait a maximum of 50 hours to confirm the outcome of the event.

5) All events on the Bet-slip

must be sports events (results of individual or group sports
events, a certain event during a sports competition, etc.)
6) Live Bet tickets, JP tickets, '[Vy number', 'Lucky super 6', lilozzarl refunds tickets and
Virtual tickets shall not be taken into account within the scope of this promotional contest.
The bet-slip may contain matches with Bonus odds.
7) The beginning of all sports events on the ticket must not be earlier than 00:01, December
1"t,2021. Otherwise, the ticket shall not be taken into account, i.e. it does not meet the
conditions for participation in the promotion.
B) All participating bet slips must be from that promotional day. The beginning of the last
sports event that is on the bet slip must be no later than 1 1:59 PtV on the day when the
bet slip was played. Bet slips that have matches from several promotional days are not
included in the promotion.
9) The winner of the daily prize is one participant who will have won a multi-bet with the
biggest total winning odd for that day of December, during the promotion; "Hit the highest
winning odds." This means the multi-bet must be won in-order to qualify for the promotion.
10) The winner of the Promotion and the winner of the grand prize is one participant who has
won a multi-bet with the biggest total winning odd; "Hit the highest winning odds" and has
answered the prize question asked by the Organizer.
11)One customer can win only one daily prize during the Promotion and will be in
consideration for the grand prize also.
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Each player can play an unlimited number of tickets during the period of promotion.

Article 4

By payment of tickets that meet the requirements of Article 3 of these Terms & Conditions participants in the promotion give explicit consent that their personal names may be published on
the list of the most successful participants.

Article 5
The organizer awards 32 prizes for participants in the promotion:
01.12.2021. car Renault - Kwid
02.12.2021. car Proton - Saga
3. 03.12.2021. car Renault - Kwid
4. 04.12.2021. car Proton - Saga
5. 05.12.2021. car Renault - Kwid
6. 06.122021. car Proton - Saga
7. 07.12.2021. car Renault - Kwid
8. 08.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
o
09.12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
10. 10.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
11.11.12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
12. 12.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
13. 13.12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
14. 14.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
15. 15.12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
16. 16.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
17. 17 .12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
18. 18.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
1s.'19.12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
20.20.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
21.21.12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
22.22.12202 1. car Proton - Saga
23.23.12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
24.24.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
25.25.12.242 1. car Renault - Kwid
26.26.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
27. 27j2.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
28.28.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
2e.29.12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
30. 30.12.202 1. car Proton - Saga
31. 31 .12.202 1. car Renault - Kwid
32. Winner of the promotion with the biggest winning odd
1.

2.
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Ticket lD with the biggest total winning odd, along with the name of the winner will be released,
at the latest, 3 days later, because of the chance of a postponed match, on the promo page
promo. mozzartbet. co.ke.
The condition for awarding prizes is multi-bet that meets all the requirements of Article 3, and
the participants are required to appear in Organizers office no later than five (5) days from the
date of completion of the competition.

ln case that participants do not appear at Organizer offices within the period from the previous
paragraph, the winners of the competition will be the persons with the next best ticket with the
biggest total winning odd who appear within five (5) days from the previous deadline.

The rule from the previous paragraph is also applied in possible cases of non-appearance of
participants with the following best tickets within the specified deadline.
Player who wins a prize in the competition cannot change the prize for money, or for any other
prize.

Article 6

The date and place of the awards ceremony will be announced on the

website

promo. mozzartbet. co. ke.

When receiving the prizes, the winners are obliged to give their personal data to the representative
of the Organizer, and to show valid identification document (a valid lD card or passport), as well
as to sign a confirmation of receipt of the prize or a record of the handover of the prize.

The winner of the monthly grand prize, and every winner of the daily prizes, by paying the bet slip
gives the Organizer consent and the right that the Organizer or the agency hired by the Organizer
for the purpose of promoting the Promotion which is subject of these Terms & Conditions, can
use their personal data: personal name (first name, middle name and surname), image, as well
as audio, photo or video material, without the right to compensation and without limits in the
manner of use, as well as without time and territorial limits or limits regarding the number of use.

Article 7
These Terms & Conditions of Promotion are published on the promo.mozzartbet.co.ke, and come
into force on the day of publication.
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For and on behalf of TVOZZARTBET KENYA LIIVITED

Rolex Kipsang Sirmah, Director
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